Electronic Indexes

The first place to look for information

General search engines (e.g. Yahoo, Google, Altavista) can be a good start, but they become a drain on your productivity when you have to sort through page after page of hits to find the right bit of information. More than just search engines, our databases are engineered by subject experts to help you get maximum relevancy — not just thousands of hits.

Solving your research problems

Electronic indexes do all the preliminary work that puts you in control of your search.

- Selection specialists find the key publications and select the authoritative ones.

- Databases cover diverse document types—not just journals, but books, dissertations, patents, technical reports, and others.

- Subject experts extract the information that helps you identify useful content without wading through volumes of text.

- Highly skilled indexers use carefully crafted subject vocabularies to help assure precise recall.

- We link you to full-text resources and document delivery services.

Electronic Indexes such as...

- PsycInfo
- Pubmed Central
- MLA Bibliography
- Reader’s Guide to Periodicals
- Books in Print
- BIOSIS
- INSPEC

...deliver relevant content from trusted sources. We help you locate journals and hard-to-find non-journal research including

Conferences Patents Dissertations
Journals Books Gray Literature

Making our resources work for you...

We come in different flavors—both subject specific and broad coverage. You’ll find us in the reference section of any good library. Your librarian or information specialist can show you how to find the right databases — accessible on your desktop so that you can work from home or office.

As convenient as general search engines, electronic indexes deliver vastly superior results.

Talk to your librarian or information specialist about the most productive way to use your research time!
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